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Read and find out about the phases of the moon in this
colorfully illustrated nonfiction picture book. This clear and
appealing science book for early elementary age kids, both at
home and in the classroom, introduces basic information



about the moon. Have you noticed that the moon sometimes
seems to grow and shrink? Does it look like a big round ball?
Or is it just a sliver of light in the sky? The moon seems to
change. But it doesn't really. The moon revolves around the
Earth. It takes about four weeks to make the journey, and as
it travels around we can only see certain parts of it. Try the
simple experiment described inside using an orange, a pencil,
and a flashlight, and you'll understand why the moon seems
to change. This is a Level 2 Let's-Read-and-Find-Out, which
means the book explores more challenging concepts for
children in the primary grades. The 100+ titles in this leading
nonfiction series are: hands-on and visual acclaimed and
trusted great for classrooms Top 10 reasons to love LRFOs:
Entertain and educate at the same time Have appealing,
child-centered topics Developmentally appropriate for
emerging readers Focused; answering questions instead of
using survey approach Employ engaging picture book quality
illustrations Use simple charts and graphics to improve visual
literacy skills Feature hands-on activities to engage young
scientists Meet national science education standards
Written/illustrated by award-winning authors/illustrators &
vetted by an expert in the field Over 130 titles in print,
meeting a wide range of kids' scientific interests Books in
this series support the Common Core Learning Standards,
Next Generation Science Standards, and the Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) standards.
Let's-Read-and-Find-Out is the winner of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science/Subaru Science
Books & Films Prize for Outstanding Science Series. In this
bilingual Navajo tale, the animals of the night and the



animals of the day meet to play the first shoe game, the
outcome of which will determine the length of the day and
night and the colors of the animals. A message of
unconditional love through the seasons is wrapped in a warm
and exuberant picture book package. I love you strong, I love
you small, Together, we have it all. I love you wild, I love
you loud, I shout it out and I feel proud. A sweet message of
unconditional love follows a bear and a bunny through their
day. This special picture book is perfect for baby showers,
Mother's Day, Valentine's Day, and love all year round!
What makes the sun rise and set? Our planet is spinning in a
universe of sun, moon, and stars. See how a day unfolds in
one family's backyard in this story of Earth and sun. Atlit is a
holding camp for "illegal" immigrants in Israel in 1945.
There, about 270 men and women await their future and try
to recover from their past. Diamant, with infinite compassion
and understanding, tells the stories of the women gathered in
this place. Shayndel is a Polish Zionist who fought the
Germans with a band of partisans. Leonie is a Parisian
beauty. Tedi is Dutch, a strapping blond who wants only to
forget. Zorah survived Auschwitz. Haunted by unspeakable
memories and too many losses to bear, these young women,
along with a stunning cast of supporting characters who work
in or pass through Atlit, begin to find salvation in the bonds
of friendship and shared experience, as they confront the
challenge of re-creating themselves and discovering a way to
live again. Describes how birds tweet and bees buzz in the
daylight before entirely different creatures awaken and prowl
after dark. Three works deal with a concentration camp
survivor, a hostage holder in Palestine, and a recovering



accident victim. Different as Night and DayI laid my
husband to rest....Scott was my world and my future. His
love for me transcended the dimensions of time and space--
having made provisions for me in the event of his death. He
was after all in a war zone and the odds were high he may
not come home. But now I can't help but think about the new
man in my life - my husband's father.Maguire creates a
desire deep inside of me I never knew existed. This is more
than lust. I keep on asking myself the same question. Have I
fallen in love with him because he's so much like my late
husband or because he's his own man? Only time will tell.
After all, you can't choose love, it chooses you. The moon is
bored with his humdrum nightly duties. He is always around
the same old stars in the same old boring sky. Where’s the
fun in that? The sun could use a change of scenery, too, and
so the moon comes up with a brilliant solution—they will
swap jobs! When the moon goes to work during the day, he
does his best to shine, but he just isn’t as bright as the sun.
It’s too chilly for people to enjoy the beach, and everything is
in chaos. The sun doesn’t have it any better that night. His
rays make it too hot to sleep, which makes people pretty
angry. Maybe this trade isn’t such a bright idea after all.
From author/illustrator Jules Miller comes When Night
Became Day—a pleasant reminder that we are all born with
unique and special abilities. Children and parents alike will
enjoy pointing out all the imaginative details in Miller’s
modern yet folksy illustrations. Day or night, this is a
wonderful book to read aloud. Sky Pony Press, with our
Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to
publish a broad range of books for young readers—picture



books for small children, chapter books, books for middle
grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes
bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft; stories
told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about
tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more.
While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books
on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home. Two poems
present the sounds of day and the sounds of night, from a
clatter of soapsuds and spatter to the hush of snowflakes
touching on the ground as a family gets ready to greet a new
baby to their home. Daniel Clark demonstrates the dramatic
impact unionization made on the lives of textile workers in
Henderson, North Carolina, in the decade after World War II.
Focusing on the Harriet and Henderson Cotton Mills, he
shows that workers valued the Textile Wo One Day, One
Night offers a riveting account of the challenges, the
adventure, the wonder of life at the South Pole Station. This
work of narrative non-fiction reveals mind-boggling science,
from secrets of climate change locked under the ice, to the
edge of the universe and the beginning of time. Immerse
yourself in land and skyscapes. Gawk at Polies running to the
Geographic South Pole naked when the temperature reaches -
101•F. Find yourself bathed in perpetual darkness, frozen into
the eight months of winter in the most isolated place on
Earth. The planet did not rotate. On one side eternal day, the
sun shining down hotly from the centre of the heavens. On
the opposite side eternal night, the stars glowing coldly in the
black and airless sky. Yet the planet had been colonised. In



ages past civilisation had dug into the rock of the darkside
and had thrived. Aristocrats vied with aristocrats, and the
poor, as ever, struggled to keep home and body together
against the ever-encroaching cold surface. To keep the lower
classes happy, Vitra, the storyteller, spun romantic sagas on
the popular network. She imagined a strange world on the
sunside, inhabited by men and women enmeshed in crime
and love, schemes and intrigues. Vitra believed she was
making this up. But was she? Was there really another
civilisation on the bright side and could it be that what she
related was not fiction - but events which would inevitably
send both worlds out of synch to mutual disaster? A
terrifying species of legend that exists in shadow and thrives
in night, preying on and intriguing an unsuspecting modern
worldÉ An amoral, clandestine government operation that
uses whatever means necessary to inflict maximum damage
upon one of the most frightening and demonized forces
humanity has ever encounteredÉ And all of mankind is
threatened by the chain of events set in motion by this
unrestrained conflict, and the ripple effects of a new element
to the hostilities will forever alter the rules of engagement....
Updated paperback edition with new Author's Note! How
could we leave the only world we had ever known? Parents,
brothers, sisters, grandparents, aunts and uncles and cousins-
all were holding hands, clinging to one another, as if they'd
never let go. A story that is more relevant than ever, as
parents in our war-torn world are forced to rip their families
apart and send their children away to safety. It's 1938, and
twelve-year-old Edith is about to move from the tiny German
village she's lived in all her life to a place that seems as



foreign as the moon: Chicago, Illinois. And she will be doing
it alone. This dramatic and chilling novel about one girl's
escape from Hitler's Germany was inspired by the
experiences of the author's mother, one of fourteen-hundred
children rescued by Americans as part of the One Thousand
Children project. * "This book is an exceptional story of
survival and devotion to homeland... This is a wonderful
study of the Holocaust in a way that young readers will
understand. Highly Recommended." -Library Media
Connection "Chapman captures a plucky determination in
Edith that readers will find endearing. There is no Cinderella
ending for Edith, but the hope...and the honesty in her story
make this historical fiction well worth reading." -Publishers
Weekly - A Bank Street Best Children's Book of the Year -
A YALSA Best Fiction Nominee - A Chicago Public Library
Best of the Best - A Junior Library Guild Selection -
Booklist's 1000 Best Young Adult Books since 2000
BONUS MATERIALS INSIDE! Features a discussion
guide, Q&A with the author, and a special look at the
remarkable true story as seen on the Oprah network, OWN.
In March of 1964 director Richard Lester began shooting A
Hard Day's Night, a black-and-white feature film starring the
Beatles. With slapstick humor and a fantastic soundtrack, the
movie imagines the excitement and chaos of thirty-six hours
in the life of the Fab Four, and stars John Lennon, Paul
McCartney, George Harrison and Ringo Starr, with Wilfrid
Brambell portraying McCartney's grandfather. The Making
of A Hard Day's Night is a collection of photographs and rare
ephemera that documents the band on set and behind the
scenes. This private archive captures the infectious energy



and anarchic spirit of this groundbreaking film. An
authoritative essay and lively captions by Beatles’ historian
Mark Lewisohn provide context and explores its impact and
enduring legacy. "If you look hard enough into the history of
anything, you will discover things that seem to be connected
but are not." So claims a character in Frederick Reiken's
wonderful, surprising novel, which seems in fact to be
determined to prove just the opposite. How else to explain
the threads that link a middle-aged woman on vacation in
Florida with a rock and roll singer visiting her comatose
brother in Utah, where he's been transported after a
motorcycle injury in Israel, where he works with a man
whose long-lost mother, in a retirement community in New
Jersey, recognizes him in a televised report about an Israeli-
Palestinian skirmish? And that's not the half of it. In Day For
Night, critically acclaimed writer Frederick Reiken spins an
unlikely and yet utterly convincing story about people lost
and found. They are all refugees from their own lives or
history's cruelties, and yet they wind up linked to each other
in compelling and unpredictable ways that will keep you
guessing until the very end. Meet children from thirty-six
cultures as you sing your way through this joyful book.
You'll also learn to say "hello" in each of their languages.
New enhanced CD includes video animation and audio
singalong. In this curious tale, four children, accompanied by
their faithful cat, stumble around in the dark and ask, "What's
going on when the lights go out?" A lot of imagination and a
little bit of science (cue a flashlight and an orange) inspire a
creative conclusion. To these young minds, why we have day
and night is a big question that can only be answered by one



(very hungry) little bug. When the sun rises in the east, the
day is filled with light. When the sun sets in the west, the
night is very dark. Why do we have days and nights? Look in
this book, and the sun will tell you all about it. Does a city
sleep at night? Is the rainforest as lively as it is during the
day after the sun goes down? Featuring two remarkable
panoramic play scenes, Day & Night invites readers to learn
about life in varying locations at distinctive points of a day,
and challenges them to find specific things in a sea of
amusing things. Spot how the world runs in daylight hours
and a dozen others that take place when we go asleep. Who
would camouflage themselves in the woods under broad
daylight and who wake at night? The first two editions of
Day & Night take you on an epic 24-hour adventure run
through the world. La notte diventa giorno, e il giorno
diventa luce. La luce diventa sole, e il sole comincia a
splendere. Lo splendore diventa bagliore, e il bagliore
diventa ruscello. Il ruscello diventa fiume... (dal testo) "La
notte diventa giorno" Ã¨ un viaggio poetico nel
cambiamento, in cui oggetti e sensazioni si plasmano uno
nell'altro seguendo l'ordine ciclico della natura, in
un'atmosfera sospesa fra l'alba e il tramonto di un giorno
qualunque. L'alternarsi di notte e giorno Ã¨ infatti il modello
per una catena di metamorfosi che coinvolge situazioni e
oggetti quotidiani, spesso di confine fra il mondo naturale e
quello tipico dell'uomo, fino al ritorno finale al punto di
partenza. Nello stile essenziale di Richard McGuire, le
trasformazioni sono vivaci e personali, immaginate secondo
la logica dei sogni e sempre immediate e riconoscibili da
tutti, bambini e adulti. Le illustrazioni privilegiano tinte forti



e definite, dai contrasti netti e con poche sfumature, mentre i
contorni lineari degli oggetti e delle persone accompagnano
graficamente la musicalitÃ del testo, ricreando il senso di
costante movimento che fa da sottofondo all'intero libro.
Annotation Supplied by Informazioni Editoriali Beginning
readers will learn about the basic patterns of the Sun and
Earth and what causes day and night. As different as night
and day, goes the old saying, and this elegant book takes
readers through a series of opposites of all kinds, from large
to small (and tiny), long and short, front and behind, above,
below, open, closed, together and alone. Colorful pop-ups,
lift-the-flaps, and cut-outs create an interactive reading
experience that is both lively and instructive. This beautiful
book will be a treasure on any child's bookshelf. In this Inuit
tale, the actions of a hare and a fox change the Arctic forever
by creating day and night. A charming and captivating
exploration of the science of light. Where does light come
from? How does it work? What is it made of? A girl and her
cat find answers to these questions on a summertime journey
of scientific discovery. The pair identify loads of examples of
light, while exploring many fascinating topics: natural and
artificial light; uses of light; opaque, translucent and
transparent objects; absorbed, reflected and refracted light;
and how the eye sees light. It’s a gentle yet comprehensive
introduction to light and all its mysteries. From stars in the
sky to fireworks over a lake, our inquisitive guides shine a
light on … light! Laura Vaccaro Seeger's Black? White!
Day? Night! is a sensational lift-the-flap concept book that
explores opposites in new and exciting ways! Each page of
this book offers a flap that reveals a picture, but lift the flap



and the picture is transformed into an entirely different
image--in each case, the opposite of what came before. Thus,
black becomes white, sad becomes happy, and simple
morphs into complicated. This title has Common Core
connections. This deluxe, oversized monograph offers the
most comprehensive collection of Richard Learoyds color
studio images to datemostly portraits, but also including a
handful of exquisite still lifes. The color images are made
with one of the most antiquarian of photographic processes:
the camera obscura, literally translated from Latin as dark
room. Learoyd has created a room-sized camera in which the
Cibachrome photographic paper is exposed. The subject is in
the adjacent room, separated by a lens. Light falling on the
subject is directly focused onto the photographic paper
without an interposing film negative. The result is an entirely
grainless image. The overall sense of these larger-than-life
images redefines the photographic illusion. Learoyds
subjects, composed simply and directly, are described with
the thinnest plane of focus, recreating and exaggerating the
way that the human eye perceives not without a small
acknowledgment to the paintings of the Dutch Masters. The
150 images in this volume have been reproduced with utmost
care to capture the luminosity of the original materials.
Includes an artist statement by Learoyd and curatorial
statement by Martin Barnes, who is organizing the first solo
exhibition of the artists work at the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London. Lift the flaps to discover how these
animals help each other both night and day. Night and Day,
Virginia Woolf's second novel, is both a love story and a
social comedy in the tradition of Jane Austen; yet it also



questions that tradition, recognizing that the goals of society
and the individual may not necessarily coincide. At its centre
is Katharine Hilbery, the beautiful grand-daughter of a great
Victorian poet. She must choose between becoming engaged
to the oddly prosaic poet William Rodney and her attraction
to Ralph Denham, with whom she feels a more profound and
disturbing affinity. Katharine's hesitation is vividly
contrasted with the approach of her friend Mary Datchet,
dedicated to the Women's Rights movement. The ensuing
complications are underlined and to some extent unravelled
by Katharine's mother, Mrs Hilbery, whose struggles to
weave together the known documents, events and memories
of her father's life into a coherent biography reflect Woolf's
own sense of the unique and elusive nature of experience.
From the author of Ice Diaries, winner of the Banff Mountain
Film and Book Festival Grand Prize, praised by the New
York Times as “stunningly written” and a Guardian Best
Book of 2018. An unflinching exploration of love and
boundaries in Brexit-crazed London. Richard Cottar is a
respected independent film writer and director; his wife,
Joanna, is his increasingly successful and wealthy producer.
Together they are about to embark on a film about the life of
Walter Benjamin, the German Jewish intellectual who killed
himself in northern Spain while on the run from the Nazis in
1940. In what looks set to be the last year of Britain’s
membership of the European Union, Benjamin’s story of
exile and statelessness is more relevant than ever. But
Richard and Joanna’s symbiotic life takes a sudden turn
when they cast an intelligent, sexually ambiguous young
actor in the role of Walter Benjamin. In a climate of fear and



a bizarre, superheated year redolent of sex and hidden desire,
Richard and Joanna must confront their relationship,
Benjamin’s tragic history, and the future of their country.
Taking its cue from Virginia Woolf’s Orlando, Day for Night
is an unsettling, riveting story of reversals — of gender,
power, and history. The Archive of Hugh Mangum The
acclaimed Korean author weaves a “disturbing, beautifully
controlled” metaphysical detective story “of doubles,
shadows, and parallel worlds” (Financial Times). It’s
Ayami’s final day working the box-office at Seoul’s only
audio theater for the blind. Her last shift completed, she
walks the streets with her former boss, searching for a
missing friend. Their conversations take in art, love, food,
and the inaccessible country to the north. The next day,
Ayami acts as a guide for a detective novelist visiting from
abroad. But as they contend with the summer heat, the edges
of reality start to fray. Ayami enters a world of increasingly
tangled threads, and the past intrudes upon the present as
overlapping realities repeat, collide, change, and reassert
themselves. Blisteringly original, Untold Night and Day
upends the very structure of narrative storytelling. By one of
the boldest and most innovative voices in contemporary
Korean literature, and masterfully realized in English by Man
Booker International Prize–winning translator Deborah
Smith, Bae Suah’s hypnotic novel asks whether more than
one version of ourselves can exist at once. Read about the
Sun and Moon and how they change positions in the sky
throughout the day. Find out what else can be seen in the sky.
Describes how the different times of day and night are
measured by the position of the sun and the moon in relation



to the earth. The definitive study of arranging by America's
premiere composer, arranger and conductor. A "must" for
every musician interested in a greater understanding of
arranging. Includes chapters on instrumentation,
orchestration and Nelson Riddle's work with Sinatra, Cole
and Garland. A feverish vision of McCarthy-era
Hollywood... Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine
professional narration and text highlighting for an engaging
read aloud experience! Day follows night. Night comes after
day. What makes this cycle of days and nights happen?
Through beautiful photos and spare text, beginning readers
will learn about the basic patterns of the Sun and Earth and
what causes day and night. ‘Accompanied by NASA
photographs and Dorros’s colorful, lively drawings, the text
explains the Earth’s rotation in clear and simple terms. An
experiment using a lamp as the ‘sun’ further clarifies the
principles introduced.’ —BL. Some of New York's most
familiar sights look very different at night in this highly
amusing introduction to the city. Sometimes your eyes can
play tricks on you, especially in the dark. This enchanting
picture book shows how New York City can look quite
peculiar at night. Each brightly colored spread is overlaid
with a sheet of translucent blue paper and when lifted, voilà!
A space ship and Martian become The Guggenheim, a giant
serpent is actually the subway, King Kong's jungle turns into
Central Park, and a superhero takes on the shape of a
construction worker. Exhilarating and captivating, all the
scenes are easily switched between day and night and will
take the reader on a unique journey that lets imaginations run
wild while revealing that some things at night aren't as scary



as they seem.
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